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Abstract 

The thesis deals with the issue of oil exploitation companies and their impact on 

conflict in Sudan between the north and the south. In Sudan, the resurrection of civil 

war in 1983 corresponded with the oil dicovery on the borderlands between the two 

countries and oil has played important role also in the question of recent secession of 

South Sudan in January 2011 and reocurrence of violence between the two countries. 

The multi-national oil extraction companies are the carriers of oil money to the 

government so the thesis was examinig their impact on the conflict through the 

resources they provide the government with, the leverage they might have on the 

government and also direct impact on local communities. The conclusion was that the 

impact is negative and the capacities the companies have to influence it in positive way, 

are highly unexploited. Secondary research aim of the thesis was to understand the 

factors determining the behavior of the companies through their firm-specific intersts, 

relationship with the Government of Sudan, the security of the environment, and outside 

pressure. The firm-specific interests and the outside pressure were the major factors 

influencing the companies behavior. Finally, the thesis outlined patterns that differ the 

companies from North America, Europe and Asia. 
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Definition of the topic and reasoning of the choice made: 

 

As the latest studies on conflict had shown, many conflicts in the post-Cold 

world war have been on the drive for natural resources. The resources are not 

traditionally the primary causes of the conflict, but they inflame it and make it self-

fueling by providing the actors with needful means to continue fighting. The means for 

stretching the conflict are quite often provided by external factors involved in 

exploitation of resources that turn the local assets into financial value through the 

international marketplace. This is the case of diamond-driven wars in Angola and Sierra 

Leone, the minerals in Congo DR, and oil (and water) in Sudan.   

In defense of this thesis written in English are in coupled first, the research 

already done proved that the resources that I will be working with are mainly in English. 

Secondly, the outcome of the writing should be useful to expedite academic and 

professional career of the author that is heading the international department. Therefore, 

the use of English as a working language is seen as highly useful concept. 

 

 

Principal argument of the dissertation: 

 

My thesis will analyze the energy policies of the external actors involved in 

Sudan and their influence on the evolution of conflict. I argue that the participation of 

the external actors on the energy policy basis has a negative impact on the conflict. 

They fuel the war by providing needful financial means, even though the exploitation 

companies usually reinstate that secure Sudan is in their benefit.   

In this thesis, I have singled out the case of Sudan due to its long lasting 

violence. There has been long lasting conflict dividing the country into two parts, where 

the ground cause was rather ethnicity-based but was intensified by the discovery of oil 

in 1978. The extensive Peace Agreement that was achieved in 2005 with outlook to a 

referendum to be held in the beginning of 2011,finally, it resulted to the secessionist of 

the Southern part of Sudan. This development raises again the question about peaceful 

resolution of this long-lasting civil war with numerous casualties, where one of the 

issues in the focus are the oil fields in Southern Sudan, and the distribution of wealth 

generated by exploitation.  
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Methodology: concepts and their operationalization 

 

I employ in this thesis the method of case study and the Case studies are used to 

infer the findings of the research beyond the case involved. The aim of these thesis is 

thus to provide quality explanation for possible creation of political implications of 

energy policies in conflict regions. There have been numbers of theories written by 

intellectual about the influence of natural resources on conflicts, the Peace Research 

Institute of Oslo is one of the leaders in this realm, and I will work (among others) with 

their research work. My approach is rationalist searching for correlations among factors. 

I will define a category of independent variables, the energy policies of external actors, 

which will accommodate diverse factors that define these actors. Assuming those 

factors, I will interpret the dependent variable, which is the impact on conflict in Sudan 

that I expect to be negative.   

I will operationalize the variables given with use of different types of resources. 

My aim is to combine data from existing analysis with data from national energy 

strategies of main actors (USA, Canada, China, Malaysia, India, Sweden, Austria), the 

concrete exploitation company strategies and statues, and with the official statistical 

data from such IGOs as OECD, UN and others. The aim is to find out, whether the real 

impact on the conflict, the dependent variable, is consistent with the official statements 

made by states and companies.  
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Expected structure 

 
1. Introduction :  

The hypothesis of negative impact of energy policies of external actors on the 

Sudan conflict, as well as the aim of this thesis, the generalizations for further policy 

implications, will be outlined and the Roadmap of the research paper will be provided 

with prospects for the conclusions to be accomplished. 

 

2. Literature Review and Methodology:  

Analytical review of literature covering the topic will be provided while 

sketching the contribution of the thesis to the analysis. Recently, the resources as drivers 

of conflict have been in focus of researchers. I will work with investigation made by 

researchers from Peace Research Institute of Oslo, that provided many useful analysis in 

this domain, and also other scholars’ work that deal with the issue of resource-driven 

war. I will confront these with the statistical data and reviews concerning risk analysis, 

the economic situation of the countries in focus, etc. provided by such an institution as 

OECD, UN and other international government organizations. 

In my research, I found couple of studies dealing with the issue of Sudan 

conflict, but only very few about the role of international exploitation companies. 

Nevertheless, the impact of their involvement is widely recognized without being 

examined. 

 The methodology of case study will be explained and defended. The case of 

Sudan is relevant because of its complexity that provides good starting point for 

generalizations. I will define independent variable, the character and mode of 

functioning of energy policies of external actors, and the dependent variable, their 

impact on the Sudan conflict. I will also explain at this point the operationalization, the 

way the concrete types of literature resources I will use interact and create the whole 

matrix of situation, whether there is consistency or discrepancy between the different 

types of statements and analysis. 

 

3. Background and Terms: Facts about Sudan conflict  

This chapter will be devoted to unveil the historical grounding of Sudanese 

conflict, its evolution, cardinal causes and actors. There will be following phases of 

conflict identified: First civil war 1955 – 1972, Second civil war 1983 – 2005, Darfur 
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Crisis 2003-2010. Furthermore, an introduction to the local arena of international 

energy actors will be provided. The key terms used in the thesis will in extension be 

explained.   

 

4. Analysis: The role of oil in the conflict  

The core chapters of the thesis will be amplifying on the analysis of the topic. By 

the method of a case study, the variables will be considered, and partial hypotheses and. 

Conclusions will be submitted. The characteristics, involvement and roles of potential 

contributors to the conflict will be examined, as well as the outcomes with regard to the 

dependent variables. 

 

5. Generalizations: Western and Asian patterns of energy policies 

 In this part of the paper, I will try to make some generalizations that could create 

the basis for policy implications. I will mainly try to search for patterns in behavior of 

external actors to the conflict assuming their characteristics. 

 

6. Conclusion:  

This chapter will provide summarizing conclusion of research done, presented 

facts and opening for further tenable research. I will answer the question: Is the 

hypothesis confirmed or denied? Was the aim of thesis fulfilled, are there any 

generalizations for policy implications to be made? Where the further research can be 

done? 
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Introduction 

 

Civil war and natural resources is a topic widely present in academic sphere. 

Many scholars feel their need to contribute to this topic, with Peace Research Institute 

of Oslo (PRIO) in lead. Why is it so? After the end of Cold war, there have been many 

civil wars in developing world, especially in Africa, that can carry the label “resource 

wars”. These conflicts were marked by what is by some scholars called “resource curse” 

– the wealth of natural resources didn’t bring any wealth to the nations, only contributed 

to violence – aggravated the conflicts and made it longer and more lethal, because it 

provided the warring parties with necessary resources to continue the fighting.  

Despite few initial efforts to consider the greed of the rebels as cause of this 

process, this conclusion appears to be too simplistic. Many other factors play role in the 

settings of resource curse - let’s just mention weak governance structures, lack of 

political freedom together with repression against opposition, among others. As a focus 

of my thesis, I will consider the role of business actors in the conflict. The importance 

of business within civil wars in developing world comes from the situation of the global 

market, so interconnected and with many powerful actors, who do not  anymore subject 

to the power of nation states. The role of political and moral responsibility of those 

actors is ambiguous and the international system does not have much control over them 

– therefore the business actors can influence development of many issues in modern 

world without respecting any strict rules and limitations. In a conflict situation, they can 

be used by warring parties for raising the revenue necessary for continuation of war, as 

usually their own sake is profit.  

The academic literature so far written on this topic is examining the impact of 

natural resources on the development, respectively conflict, by looking at particular 

factors, outcomes of the conflict and mechanisms between the two. Majority of the 

studies are econometrical large-N studies. The literature on the link between the conflict 

and business is still rather underdeveloped, even though it is widely recognized that 

there is impact of particularly extractive industries on conflicts. Therefore, I see the gap 

in research in this field in this relationship between private sector, in this case oil 

extraction companies, on civil war. 

Let me specify my focus even more. I undertake the method of case study, and 

as a case I choose Sudan and its oil exploiting foreign companies. The country is one of 
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the symbols of conflict countries in Africa and therefore deeper analysis of the 

conditions of conflict is useful for more general research. Many of the problems being 

present in Sudan, as ethnic/religious fragmentation, bad governance structures, use of 

oil money to protract the conflict, are common for other resource driven countries in the 

world. So the aim is to make some general conclusions about the influence of oil 

exploiting companies on civil war. 

Sudan, before separation of South Sudan the biggest state in African continent 

has been torn by some form of war for the most time since its independence in 1956. 

The axis of conflict can be identified in the ethnical division of north and south, with 

two separate identities of north Arabic and Muslim and south African and Christian. But 

in the core of conflict we can find long term oppression of the north towards the south, 

as with denying it the development, imposing sharia law etc. Resources played specific 

role in the conflict ever - even before the discovery of oil, there was the issue of water, 

creating the conflict potential not only in the country, but in the whole region of Horn of 

Africa. The discovery of oil helped to shatter the fragile peace after the first civil war 

was settled with Addis Ababa agreement in 1972 because the agreement lost any 

importance for the northern government with the prospect of oil profits. The distribution 

of oil profits was one of the core parts in the so far successful Comprehensive Peace 

Agreement that terminated the war in 2005. This issue is still not settled in a satisfactory 

matter, as we can see from recent development of situation in Sudan after South Sudan 

becoming independent in January 2011 with the recent reoccurrence of violence 

connected to the oil exportation issue. 

It is also necessary to define the terms that I will use. I focus on the conflict 

between the north and the south in Sudan, the parties that now refer to states of Sudan 

and South Sudan. So every reference in my writing to a civil war or conflict covers 

uniquely north-south divide, unless precised otherwise. As the conflict was resolved by 

peace agreement in 2005, I use the term Sudan to refer to the unitary state existent 

before the separation of the South Sudan in January 2011. This is also the reason why 

the maps included to illustrate the case for the reader are covering the “big” Sudan 

before secession. It is beyond my capacities and the scope of this thesis to examine the 

conflict potential apparently present after the separation of the two states, mainly 

because of lack of resources, as the issue is very fresh and undocumented. I will also 

leave aside the Darfur conflict, to keep the limited focus of thesis. Regarding the terms 
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used for business actors, I use or the term multi-national companies, or oil corporations 

– both refer to the same type of actor, foreign-based oil exploiting company. 

This thesis will address main following question: “Which is the impact of oil 

exploiting companies on the conflict in Sudan?” I will examine with use of variables the 

impact on the conflict, trying to conclude whether it is negative or positive. The 

variables are set in two broader categories: 1) impact of the companies on the 

government of Sudan, with two sub-categories; and 2) the direct impact on local 

communities. 

At this point, it is also necessary to explain some changes respective to the 

project of the thesis. During the research, I found useful to broaden the research 

question, as there occurred some similarities between the companies opening possibility 

to set broader patterns for the companies from the West and East. I find important to 

understand better the motives of behavior of corporations in war-torn countries that may 

lead to better policy implications, as it provides the decision-makers with better 

understanding of what matters for the companies. So I introduced second, more 

particular question: “Are there differences between the approaches of the companies? 

What are the factors underlying the behavior of companies?” For this purpose, I 

examined the corporate character and goals of the companies, their relationship with the 

Government of Sudan, the issue of security of their operations, and their sensitivity to 

outside pressure. In the conclusion, I will also address following questions: “Are there 

possibilities to set some general patterns comparing the companies from the East and 

the West? Which are the most important factors causing the difference between the 

companies?” 

The structure of my writing will start with methodology part and literature 

review, where I will outline the starting point of what has been written so far and 

analytical process of my thesis, as well as the research questions, variables determined 

to address them and their operationalization. Then, I will provide the conflict 

background information and overview of main oil companies in Sudan. Afterwards, I 

will proceed to the analysis seeking to respond the questions outlined above and in the 

end, I will conclude with providing possible generalizations.  
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1. Methodology and Literature Review 

 

1.1 Civil War and Natural Resources 

 

The research done so far on relationship between natural resources and civil war 

is significant.  The theories covering this issue are multiple and majority of the research 

has been done recently within the institutions of political science in Scandinavian 

countries, especially Uppsala Conflict Data Program (UCDP) in Sweden, Peace 

Research Institute in Oslo (PRIO) in Norway, and Danish Institute for International 

Studies (DIIS) in Copenhagen. First and foremost, it is worth to mention that the 

majority of research done in the domain of natural resources and civil war undertakes 

the econometric methods of regression. The cross-country regressive analysis is 

dominant approach in this sector, complemented by some few qualitative case studies.  

First of all, the resource curse literature is to be analyzed. It first brought to 

political science the concept of the negative impact of natural resources on the 

development of a country. This theoretical approach in the beginning is not considering 

the conflict – natural resources link itself, but the approach adjusted to changed 

conditions of international system and refocused on it. This theoretical approach was 

inspired by the situation of resource-abundant developing countries, which nevertheless 

have had stagnant economic growth since 1970s. Gylfason identified four main 

distribution channels that may lead to resource curse in resource-rich country. First of 

them is so-called Dutch disease – the natural wealth causes overvaluation of national 

currency and therefore by high exchange rate it hurts the other exports of the country. 

Second channel is the rent-seeking approach of national producers that often leads to 

introducing protective tariffs for domestic producers, and usually also to corruption. By 

third channel, with the resource abundance the governments loose the sight of 

importance of good and growth-friendly economic management. The fourth channel 

consists of neglecting the human resource development of the country, displayed by low 

education rates and also low investment to education that leads the population to limit 

their possibility of income and therefore slowers the development. (Gylfason, 2001: 

850-851).  
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Sachs and Warner are treating the resource curse theory regarding the 

geographical factors of the countries in focus, where the important variable is the 

magnitude of economic rents from natural resources and therefore the difference 

between minerals and agriculture should be taken into consideration (Sachs & Warner, 

2001: 830-831). In this regard, the following theories considering the natural resources 

and civil war are also developing their research. After analysis whether the resource 

curse is really something existing, as Sachs and Warner confirmed in their studies 

(Sachs & Warner, 2001; Sachs & Warner, 1995; Sachs & Warner, 1997; Sachs & 

Warner, 1999), the resource curse literature was also enriched by efforts of some 

scholars to include more factors why is it so. Within the first decade of new millennium, 

the authors shifted their focus on the link between the natural resources and conflict, 

developing further the theoretical approach of resource curse. The changed context of 

the world environment after the end of the Cold war led to outbreak of many civil 

conflicts, which had different character from the conflicts during taking place the Cold 

war. This concept was grasped by Mary Caldor in her concept of so called “new wars”. 

In these conflicts of nowadays, the border between war, organized crime, and large-

scale violations of human rights is blurred, and majority of the causalities are not battle 

related deaths. Majority of those wars are ongoing in Africa (Kaldor, 2006). Therefore, 

the political scientists asked again the question of the origin of those wars. Many of the 

countries were resource abundant but still deeply stuck in civil war for many years. So 

the concept of resource curse shifted more to understanding of natural resources and 

their role in the conflict. Roland Hodler brought into the field the direct link between 

resource curse and ethnical fractionalization, the concept he developed on examples of 

Nigeria and Norway in connection to oil, and Botswana and Angola in connection to 

diamonds (Hodler, 2005). Very interesting in this context is the work of authors 

Basedau and Lay (2009), who are contesting the resource curse theory by talking about 

rentier peace – the situation where the governments are using the wealth coming from 

resource exploitation (in their study, it is the oil as resource in focus) to achieve internal 

stability through patronage, large-scale distributive policies and repression. Robinson, 

Torvik and Verdier (2006) were seeking for the political foundations of the resource 

curse. They found out that necessary political conditions for the resource curse are the 

over-extraction of natural wealth and resource booms that improve the efficiency of 

extraction, but also lead to resource misallocation in the rest of the economy. The 

institutions are according to them the key factor in implementing the political will – the 
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states with institutions that promote accountability and state competence tend to benefit 

from resource boom, whether the countries without such institutions are prone to suffer 

by resource curse.  

More specific focus on the resource-civil war link was triggered the study by 

Collier & Hoeffler in 1998 by their study “On Economic Causes of Civil War”. These 

authors in their first studies (Collier & Hoeffler, 1998, 2002) come to conclusion that 

primary commodities export tend to increase the risk of civil war. Collier (2000) uses 

the term “greedy rebel”, considering the war as an economic perspective for the rebels, 

opposing it to the “narratives of grievances”, often used by rebels to justify why they 

fight. This approach may seem focused only on the rebel side making them to be the 

most evil part, and also displays what can be seen at the early 2000s as a low capability 

of Western scholars to understand the conditions of developing countries, particularly in 

Africa, where the state might represent at least similarly serious threat to its population 

as the rebel forces (see e.g. Dokken, 2010), nevertheless brings some important policy 

implications for international community how to cut the access to money for the 

“greedy rebels”, and therefore limit the conflicts in occurrence or duration. The results 

of their studies were challenged by other authors , Fearon & Laitin (2003), Elbadawi & 

Sambanis (2002), and Hegre (2002) who tryed to replicate the results, and they varied in 

their conclusions. One of the reasons of the disagreement between the conclusions is the 

difference between the characters of the civil war databases they use, as well as the too 

broad variables. Other reason is also different treatment of the same database. (Ross, 

2004b, 340-342). The studies by Le Billon (2001), Fearon & Laitin (2003) and Ross 

(2003) have explained the links between oil and diamonds and the likelihood of 

separatist conflicts – they make the value of the state control higher, therefore more 

interesting. The resources may also encourage foreign parties to interfere to the conflict 

by representing potential revenue (Ross,2004a). The studies were also led in more 

detailed way, by focusing on particular commodities and their impact on the outbreak 

and duration of conflict. Ross (2004b) concluded that the link between outset of civil 

wars and natural resources doesn’t appear to be robust, oil dependence is more prone to 

separatist conflicts and that the agricultural resources are not linked to the civil wars. 

Humpreys (2005) studied more in depth the link between weak state institutions and the 

natural resources and their impact on civil wars, whereas Fearon (2005) found link 

between substantial oil production and risk of civil war, which was confirmed by Ross 

(2006). 
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Brunnschweiler & Bulte (2009) brought interesting insight by examining the 

reverse mechanism, and found evidence that conflict increases dependence on resource 

extraction. Other important contribution was made by Päivi Lujala, who studied the link 

between natural resources and the severity of armed conflict. She came to conclusion 

that gemstone mining and oil and gas in the conflict zone production increase the 

severity of conflicts (Lujala, 2009), and that the location is crucial for the conflict 

severity on the local level and also that if the location of natural resources is within the 

zone of conflict, the conflicts tend to be longer (Lujala, 2010).  

Let me also mention some brief remarks on methodology of above mentioned 

studies. As I mentioned in the beginning of this chapter, they are so-called large scale 

quantitative studies, using econometrical methods more close to mathematics, working 

in majority of cases with the conflict dataset created and actualized by Peace Research 

Institute in Oslo(PRIO)  and Uppsala Conflict Data Program (UCDP) – so called 

UCDP/PRIO Armed Conflict Dataset – CSCW. There are some methodological 

challenges that caused inconsistence within the range of studies and made them bring 

different conclusions about the same issue. First of all, it is itself the data collection that 

precedes the creation of the databases. In majority of cases we talk about developing 

states with weak state structures, where all the information provided by them cannot be 

taken for granted, so it is difficult to collect proper data about e.g. causalities caused by 

conflict, that are necessary to collect as to define, whether we talk about low-intensity 

violence or civil war. Secondly, the methodologies used by authors above mentioned 

differed in treating the data and that is the reason why the results differed. Those 

shortcomings of the quantitative approach make it very important to be completed by 

qualitative case studies that can help to reveal the mechanisms in particular conflict 

situations.  

Moreover, I will complete this theoretical basis of the resource curse literature 

by the concept of corporate responsibility – relatively new concept brought to 

international sphere by the OECD and its Development Assistance Committee in 2001 

in the document Helping prevent violent conflict. The OECD effort issued to publishing 

two important and topic-relevant documents, in 2004 the OECD Principles of 

Corporate Governance and in 2008 the OECD Guidelines for Multinational 

Enterprises, that are intended to help governments to set up their norms in accord with 

international norms. This approach will be used as tool to analyze the differences 

between the approaches of the corporations from different provenience.  
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To provide short conclusion on the literature review, let me mention some 

common features of the authors that are doing their research on natural resources – civil 

war conflict. They all study the impact of natural resources on development, 

respectively conflict, by studying role of particular factors (geography, location of 

resources, political institutions, ethnical composition of the country), particular 

outcomes of the link (the type of conflict related to natural resources, the severity of 

conflict), and also particular mechanisms (war as means to acquire natural resources, 

two way mechanism between conflict and dependency on natural resources extraction). 

Other common link is the methodological approach – econometrical large-N studies.  

On the other hand, the link between business and resource-related conflict is 

rather missing from the studies. Some general guidelines exist (e.g. OECD principles 

and guidelines) but those are rather general documents not treating in particular the 

mechanisms.  

 

 

1.2 Choice of Method 

 

The method of my thesis will be case study. According to general research 

design, case study can be linked to any kind of methodology, the most important is that 

it studies empirically specified or bounded phenomenon.  As the primary goal is to 

understand in depth the particular phenomenon chosen, the following practical decisions 

are driven by this purpose. Case study is an approach suitable to complement in the 

broad research framework the large-scale quantitative studies by focusing on particular 

phenomenon and studying in depth its contexts, conditionalities and meanings (Mabry, 

2009: 214-216). As we will see further, there have been many quantitative large-scale 

studies done on the topic of the relationship between natural resources and armed 

conflict, and to complement them with particular case studies is very relevant to 

broaden the understanding of the issue of resource wars, getting rather common in 

contemporary international system.  

 In the choice of case, I proceed through choosing the typical case – the case that 

illustrates the proper working of mechanisms of the link between natural resources and 

violent conflict. The typical case is intentioned for better understanding of the 

mechanisms in the reality, described by the theoretical approach (Bennett and George, 
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2001: 115-116).  Better understanding in this case may lead to more appropriate policy 

implications by international community while tackling the problems connected to the 

civil wars and low-intensity conflicts in resource-rich developing countries. 

Why the typical case? During my research work, I found few atypical cases of 

developing countries rich in natural resources, where those wouldn’t lead to violent 

conflict, even though they were well documented in academic literature. One atypical 

case is Botswana, country that despite being very poor after its independence, succeeded 

to use its natural wealth consisting of diamonds to its development and didn’t slip into 

armed conflict (e.g. Hillbom, 2008; Fibaek, 2010). The occurrence of typical cases was 

more frequent, but I cannot say it was better handled in the research – the situation 

diversified from case to case. Much attention was also dedicated to other typical cases 

of the positive link between natural resources and violent conflict, as Nigeria (Hodler, 

2005; Basedau and Lay,2009; Ikelegbe, 2005), or Angola (Le Billion,2001; 

Hodler,2005). Sudan is in focus of political scientist rather for the conflict connected to 

the ethnical cleavage between the north and the south (Iyob and Khadiagala, 2006; 

Deng, F, 1995, Deng, L,2007), while some of them focus particularly on the oil role 

within the conflict (especially Patey, 2006a, 2006b, 2007, 2010; Large & Patey, 2010).  

In response to the resource curse literature and its shortcomings, I proceed to the 

analysis of the core question of the thesis “Which is the impact of oil exploiting 

companies on the conflict in Sudan?” To assess the dependent variable, the impact of 

companies on the conflict in Sudan, I’ve set up two groups of intermediary variables 

that seek to explain the causal link between the involvement of the oil-exploiting 

companies and the conflict in Sudan. First group considers the impact and contributions 

of the companies to the Government of Sudan, and there are two variables: 1. The 

company provides the Government of Sudan with oil money, eventually other 

interaction; 2. The company has leverage on the Government of Sudan. The second 

group, which contains one variable, is considering (3.) the direct impact of the company 

on local communities within its concession areas. 

In second step, I will analyze the questions : “Are there differences between the 

approaches of the companies? What are the factors underlying the behavior of 

companies?” by setting dependent variable of the behavior of the companies. To this 

purpose, I’ve set four intermediary variables: 4. The firm-specific considerations of the 

company; 5. The relationship of the company with the Government of Sudan; 6. The 

security of the environment in Sudan; 7. The outside pressure put on the companies.  
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This part of analysis should provide me with the necessary data for seeking the 

patterns of behavior between the companies and to possibly make generalizations. I will 

operationalize the variables in paralel analysis, taking one variable and testing the 

companies, approach that permitts to add unlimited amount of cases. 

 

 

Map of Sudan 

 

Source: HRW (2003). Human Rights Watch. “Sudan, Oil and Human rights. 
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2. Conflict Background 

2.1 History of the Conflict in Sudan1 

 

In case of Sudan, there are four elements that are key to understand the conflict. 

First is the country’s extreme poverty, placing Sudan among the poorest nations in the 

world, second is the religious/racial divide between Arab Muslim north and African 

animist or Christian south; third is competition for power between political opponents as 

well as regions seeking for greater autonomy; and lastly the competition for resources 

such as water and oil. These factors were of different importance during different 

periods of the civil wars, but they represent the key mix to understand Sudanese 

conflict. (Batruch, 2004: 149). 

To understand the basis for the conflict, we first need to draw the geographic 

and ethnic situation. The terms “north” and “south” are commonly used to define the 

two parts to the conflict. North loosely refers to the eastern, western, central and 

northern regions of the country, covering 15 provinces with about two-thirds of the land 

mass and population. The south applies to the ten provinces in the southern region, 

Eastern Equatoria, Western Equatoria, Bahr el-Jabal, Northern Bahr el-Ghazal, Western 

Bahr el-Ghazal, Warrab, Unity, Upper Nile, Lakes and Jonglei. (Basha, 2006a: 7-8). 

Sudan, Africa’s biggest country, is sometimes described as “Microcosms of Africa” due 

to its rich ethnical and cultural diversity. Back to 1955/56, there were 19 main 

nationalities and 597 ethnic groups identified, and this trend is also reflected by cultural 

and religious indicators, when 115 dialects with 26 of them active spoken languages are 

recognized, each spoken by more than 100,000 people; whereas religious diversity is 

characterized by presence of Islam, Christianity and other religions professed by 

different groups of the population (El-Battahani, 2008: 2). This is in sharp contrast of 

general notion of Sudan civil war as Arab versus African or Muslims versus Christians 

conflict – the conflict is much more diverse than that. These identities and main axes of 

                                                 
1 The following part on history of clonflict is based on introduction chapter that the author has written for 

the term paper “Comprehensive Peace Agreement of Sudan: Solution for Divided Societies?” for course 

PECOS 4100 International Negotiations / Conflict Resolution at University of Oslo in October 2011. 
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conflict have sound historical foundation, but were very much reinforced by the external 

perception of such simplified two-sided conflict (Deng, F, 1995: 9-24).  

The historical roots of conflict date many centuries before the state became 

independent in second half of 20th century. They start with the Arab conquest of Sudan 

territory at 7th and 8th centuries in the sake of resources present in the territory 

(specially gold, ivory, water) and throughout centuries led to Arabization and 

Islamization of local populations. The Arab strangers mixed with local population and 

created the population that is referred to as Afro-Arab, northern Sudanese, Africanized 

Arab or Arabized African. Islam and brighter color of skin are therefore the basis for 

contemporary Sudan’s racist policy of superiority of northern Sudanese and inferiority 

of southern Sudanese population, referred to as descendants of slaves (Iyob and 

Khadiagala, 2006: 22-27). There are two major approaches to explain the civil war in 

Sudan: first of them based on the perception of Sudanese Arabs as superior to southern 

black Africans; whereas the second explanatory approach gives the major responsibility 

for the conflict to the Anglo–Egyptian condominium rule, which created the northern 

and the southern regions through artificial boundaries. The socio-political structure left 

behind by this rule created social and regional inequalities that are apparent in the 

country up to today (Basha, 2006a: 8-10).  

The closer insight into the conflict shows that both approaches are rather 

completing each other that having purely competitive character. The historical 

foundation for the huge conflict potential had been set down well before colonial rule 

which only intensified it and the independence agreement reflected the asymmetry of 

power split between the north and the south. The administration was handed to the 

northern elites without proper consultation with the southerners, who feared the 

northern dominance and rule. The hasty transfer of power left two major issues 

unresolved: first, will the new state be unitary or federal, and second, will it be secular 

or Islamic? The first government started the policy of Arabization and Islamization in 

the south and the response of the south was the rebellion against the central government. 

The first organized rebel group was named Anya-nya, which means the poison snake 

(Iyob and Khadiagala, 2006: 80-81). The first civil war was nurtured by feeling of long-

term economical, political and social injustices that south perceived as being subjected 

to, and the southerners claimed that the two regions were different in terms of culture, 

religion and language. The war ended with signing the Addis Ababa Agreement in 1972 

that covered the issue of administrative division and military arrangements, but the 
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economic issues were not given much attention. The south was guaranteed self-

governing status and the political leadership was given to the Southern Sudan Liberation 

Movement (SSLM) (Basha, 2006: 10-12).  

Despite the Addis Ababa Agreement achievements being incorporated in 

Sudan’s first permanent constitution in 1973, it was violated by General Numeiri’s 

institution of Sharia as the only guiding force behind the law in Sudan in 1983. The new 

outbreak of civil war and its correspondence in time with discovery of oil is no 

coincidence. The respect for Addis Ababa Agreement lost its importance with the 

discovery of oil in southern Kordofan and Upper Blue Nile, border areas between the 

north and the south ant the access to the oilfields was in the center of interest of 

Khartoum government and was more valuable than the respect for the Agreement. The 

further violations occurred with unconstitutional division of south into three provinces 

and transfer of farmlands between Darfur and Blue Nile to northern elites. The conflict 

therefore acquired broader dimensions than solely north-south cleavage. The Sudan 

People’s Liberation Movement/Army (SPLM/A) under the leadership of Dr John 

Garang de Mabior started the struggle in 1983 with the political aim of creating ‘New 

Sudan’ that would reflect the diversity of the country with equal access to economic and 

political power to all groups (Basha, 2006: 12-13). The Islamist agenda of northern 

government became more apparent with military coup in 1989 and the new Islamist 

fundamentalist government of National Islamist Front (NIF) led by Omar al-Bashir. The 

NIF government was using the “divide and rule” strategy, intended to shatter the 

southern opposition, in which it was successful for some years during 1990s. But on the 

other hand, the government was getting more and more isolated on the international 

field by supporting Osama bin Laden. U.S. put the country on list of countries 

supporting terrorism in 1997 and Khartoum was in deeper isolation (Patey, 2006a: 13-

15). The escalation of conflict was driven by the flow of oil money to the Government 

of Sudan, that has permitted it to increase its military spendings and wage the war more 

effectively against southerners (Jok, 2007: 188). 

The peace initiatives started as soon as in 1986 but the road to peace was long 

and protracted. In 1990s, the conflict became more internationalized. The first regional 

efforts were made by Nigerian president (Abuja talks 1992 and 1993), by the Inter-

Governmental Authority on Development (IGAD) Regional Initiative (1993–94 and 

1997) and the Egypt–Libya Initiative (ELI) of 1999–2001. Each of those efforts 

contributed to the CPA signed in 2005, by setting some of its basic assets and also by 
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uniting the southern opposition (Basha, 2006: 16). The SPLM/A was continuously 

acquiring stronger position and the internal shift in the northern government became 

more open for peaceful solution and some compromise. Both parties were becoming 

stronger in terms of their home base which provided them with more coherent and 

confident positions for negotiations. Nevertheless, the key factors to finally settle the 

conflict were external. The US was also involved in negotiation in 1990s through 

President Carter’s mediation. The final shift in negotiations was due to terrorist attacks 

on U.S. of September 11, 2001.  Sudan figurated on the list of countries supporting 

terrorism, as it had previously harbored Bin Laden. National Congress Party (NCP), 

heading the Sudan government, was privately fearing that Sudan could become next 

target of U.S. attack, so they were keen to reassure the international community about 

its good intentions. The United States were interested in co-operation, first against 

terrorism and later also to resolve the war in the south (Johansen, 2011: 17-23). The 

external pressure finally created window of opportunity to settle down this long and 

protracted conflict. Both parties concluded peace in Kenya in 2005 by signing the 

Comprehensive Peace Agreement (CPA), which was setting the regulatory mechanisms 

for self-determination, wealth sharing, monitoring and future prospects (CPA, 2005). 

One very important thing has to be emphasized here – the role of natural 

resources throughout the conflict. They historically represent important factor in the 

conflict, the invasions to the southern Sudan were in search for gold, ivory, water, 

slaves and others (Deng,L., 2007: 245; Burton, 1991: 511-512). The political economy 

of war was then also related to the oil discovery in December 1978. The oil fields were 

located in the contested area, claimed by both parties to the conflict and the Khartoum 

government was determined to exclude the southern government from participation of 

resource sharing. The uneven distribution of oil revenues contributed to the 

underdevelopment of the south. (Tofte and Haug, 2008: 42-43). Therefore we see that 

the resources and the distribution of wealth coming from them is important factor in 

fueling conflict and has also potential, if handled properly, to contribute to conflict 

resolution. The distribution of oil wealth was one of the most important issues set in the 

CPA, beside political autonomy for the south. The basic principle to share oil revenues 

was that after allocation of 2% of the revenue to oil producing states/regions and to Oil 

Revenue Stabilization Account, the oil wealth will be shared by half to the northern 

government and half to the southern government (CPA, 2005: 54).  
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One of the issues codified in CPA was the question of independence possibility 

for southern Sudan by holding a referendum after 6 years. Despite the initial agreement 

that both parties will try to make the unity of the state the most interesting option for 

future, the real efforts didn’t meet this goal and in January 2011, the south voted for the 

independence, so the South Sudan is now independent state. Nevertheless, the problems 

regarding the oil distribution persisted, as the violence was renewed around the Heglig 

oil fields (BBC, 2012). 
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Map of oil concessions, Sudan. 

Source:  Patey, Luke A.2011. ‘Lurking Beneath the Surface: Oil, Environmental 

Degradation, and Armed Conflict in Sudan’,  in Päivi Lujala and Rustad, Siri Aas 

(eds).2011. High-Value Natural Resources and Post-Conflict Peacebuilding, London: 

Earthscan.  
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2.2 Overview of Oil-Exploiting actors in Sudan 

 

As oil plays very important role in the conflict in Sudan, to make overview of 

main oil companies and their engagement in exploitation of Sudan oil seems to be of 

highest usefulness. The involvement of foreign oil companies started as soon as the 

discovery of oil in Sudan in 1979. Chevron Overseas Petroleum Incorporated from U.S. 

discovered the oil fields in Muglad area (the Abu Gabra Field), followed by the Unity 

and Heglig fields in 1980 and 1982. But first oil production in Sudan took place only in 

1992 and was not of significant scale (Thieme, Lujala, Rød, 2007: 55). The significant 

production of oil started with the completion of pipeline from Unity Field to Port Sudan 

in 1999 (HRW, 2003: 172). In the table below, the main companies operating in Sudan 

are listed. 

 

Prominent International Oil 

Corporations in Sudan  

Date of Entry  Date of Exit  

Chevron Corporation (U.S.A)  Early 1970s  1992  

Arakis Energy Corporation (Canada)  1994  1998  

Talisman Energy (Canada)  1998  2002  

Lundin Petroleum (Sweden)  1995  2009  

OMV (Austria)  1997  2003  

CNPC (China)  1995  Still Active  

Petronas (Malaysia)  1997  Still Active  

ONGC (India)  2003  Still Active  

 

 

 Source, Luke A. PATEY, Understanding Multinational Corporations in War-torn 

Societies, Sudan in Focus, DIIS, April 2006b, p. 4. Adjusted according to Patey, 2010, 

624. 
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Chevron from USA entered the Sudan oil arena as the first, led the exploration 

and found out the oil fields in the Heglig and Unity states. The company left Sudan in 

1992, well before the exploitation of oil took place, for multiple reasons. The cost of the 

operations grew too high, as the company was threatened by insecurity in the area, as 

well as the two-sided pressure: from GoS to start the exploitation of oil, and from 

Washington, connected to anti-terrorist measures (Burr & Collins, 2010: 232-235).  

Soon after the departure of Chevron, Arakis Energy Corporation, small unknown 

company from Canada, bought over the concessions. The company was largey 

dependent on the Sudan venture, but was constantely encountering financial difficulties 

in gathering sufficient financial means. In 1996, the company formed Greater Nile 

Petroleum Operating Consortium (GNPOC) together with CNPC, Petronas and 

Sudapetm, Sudan National Petroleum Corporation . But after the pressure from its 

domestic government and the U.S., the company’s concessions were bought in 1998 by 

fellow Canadian company Talisman Energy (Rone, 2003: 504). 

Talisman brought to Sudan very important expertise that led to quick 

development of oil industry in Sudan. The company was seeking development of 

strategic oil reserves and was in that sense supported by Canadian government. 

Nevertheless, after alleged complicity on human right abuses, the company was put 

under pressure and left the country in 2002 (Kobrin, 2004: 426). 

Lundin Petroleum from Sweden entered Sudanese oil arena in 1995, by doing 

unsuccessful explorations at Red Sea area. In 1997 the company formed consortium 

with Petronas, OMV and Sudapet in Block 5A and further broadened its oil shares in 

2001.  Its aim was to discover and/or develop oil fields to sell to other companies. 

Lundin sold majority of its concessions in 2008, and finally exited Sudan in 2009. 

(Lundin, 2009: 7). 

Another European company, OMV from Austria, was active in Sudan from 1997 

to 2003 as a non-operator. Similarly to Lundin, the company became involved in 

African country in the framework of Euoropean Union’s policy of constructive 

engagement that should lead to positive development of the country (HRW, 2003: 474). 

It declared to leave the country for financial reasons only. (Patey, 2006a: 31-31)  

China National Petroleum Corporation, CNPC was established in 1988 as China’s 

state oil and gas corporation. CNPC and Malaysian Petronas are probably the most 

established MNCs in Sudan. Chinese company entered Sudan in 1995 and is now 
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holding 40% of the concession of the GNPOC, and is the largest holder of oil 

concessions in Sudan (HRW, 2003: 47).  

Petronas is state owned company from Malaysia, which entered the African country 

in 1997 and is still active. Sudan venture represented one of key experiences in the 

company’s history and the MNC is also benefiting from stable relationships between the 

GoS and Malaysian government.  

Last examined company, ONGC Videsh from India, is also state-owned corporation, 

is the youngest operator in Sudan, active since 2003. In 2009, the company reduced its 

ownership of the concessions due to unsuccessful explorations. These days, the the three 

active companies - CNPC, Petronas from Malaysia and ONGC Videsh from India 

control over 90% of Sudan oil resources (Patey, 2010: 623-624). 
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3. Analysis 

 

Oil plays significant role in Sudan conflict. It is not the root cause of conflict that 

started right after the country gained independence, but was on the basis of re-opening 

the conflict in 1982. The distribution of oil wealth, coming from oil fields at the 

contested borderlands between North and South, was one of the key factors to conclude 

peace agreement and is still in the core of disputes between the recently seceded state of 

South Sudan and Sudan.  

 Oil represents huge wealth that may lead to development of broad population, 

but in the case of Sudan (as many others – e.g. Angola, Nigeria), only very specific part 

of the population is benefiting from oil money – the northern elites. Moreover, they use 

the oil money to acquire military resources to oppress the marginalized groups of 

populations. Therefore, the oil exploiting companies are seen be these groups as the 

originators of their grievances. So the key link is not directly between the oil and the 

conflict, but rather between the use of money coming from oil and their distribution and 

use within the population by the elites and governance structures. So we can generally 

say that if the distribution of power and resources in a country is malfunctioning, then 

the oil is very likely to be cause of more suffering for the marginalized groups of 

population rather than to turn to blessing. 

The case of Sudan is quite representative in this regard. The asymmetry between 

the north, ruling and using the south without providing enough means for development, 

dates far before the independence. The independence only codified status quo by the 

constitution that was changed only in 1973. And even then the change in distribution 

remained only on the paper without real impact on the population. The government, 

from the position of force, was undertaking very brutal approach including 

indiscriminate aerial attacks, use of famine as weapon, displacement of populations, and 

the resumption of the institution of slavery (ICG, 2002: XI-XII). The overall approach 

of the government to the southern areas containing the oil field can be described by the 

words of International Crisis Group Report, “The government needs the land but not the 

people". (ICG, 2002: 143).  

Sudan’s oil industry is complex of state and business together working on 

promoting the north. It is localized in Khartoum, and the control over it for long time 

doesn’t mean anymore the control over the territory of the country. As Jok states, by not 
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controlling the vast territories of the country, “the Sudanese state is free of the 

obligation to care for its citizens. The result has been a deal between Khartoum and 

foreign oil firms to finance the state in order to remove the insurgency along with 

indigenous population thought to aid the insurgents.” (Jok, 2007: 187).    

When we talk about oil, its impact is transferred through the exploiting 

companies.  MNCs are considered as the carriers of the oil “blessing” or “curse” for 

multiple reasons. They provide the government with the oil money by exploiting oil. As 

Luke Patey states, “MNCs factor into the equation of contemporary civil war by 

representing economic vehicles that allow domestic actors to realize value from local 

assets through the global marketplace.” (Patey, 2006a: 3). By the character of the 

natural resource, they are fixed to certain location that they cannot leave and therefore 

are highly dependent on the security of local area. The exploitation of oil is also long-

term process that might take few years before the first barrel can be sold, as was the 

case in Sudan, where the oil fields were discovered in 1979, but the first large scale oil 

was export started only in 1999. So the MNCs are dependent on the will of the local 

government and sometimes they must accept its conditions even though they are not 

fully respecting the issue of transparency. And also by the character of their purpose, 

which is profit seeking in majority, they cannot have full control over the way the 

government is using the resources. I address here the primary research question : 

“Which is the impact of oil exploiting companies on the conflict in Sudan?” by referring 

to the variables outlined above, and providing parallel analyze of the companies 

according to variable. Then I proceed to the analysis of the secondary research 

questions: “Are there differences between the approaches of the companies? What are 

the factors underlying the behavior of companies?” in the same manner. 
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3.1 Impact of the MNCs on the conflict 

 

In this section, I will address the first research question: “Which is the impact of oil 

exploiting companies on the conflict in Sudan?” In order to do that, I set up two groups 

of intermediary variables. First is the category of impact and contributions of the 

companies on the Government of Sudan - the fact that MNCs provide government with 

money by paying for its concessions. In addition to the oil money, the companies may 

come as interlocutor of broader policy of governments that are backing them, and these 

governments may broaden the cooperation with local government, i.e. Government of 

Sudan, to provide the country with other services. In case of Sudan, the contracts 

comprised infrastructure building, industry cooperation but also delivery of military 

material as weapons and others. 

On the other hand, in countries heavily depending on natural resources, the MNCs 

can have important impact on the conflict by effecting the leverage they possibly have 

on the government by provide them with the necessary financial means. Therefore their 

impact on the conflict might be positive by bringing the parties to settle down the 

conflict. The company might have also leverage not only on the government of Sudan, 

but also on other actors, e.g. other MNCs. This variable is also within the first group of 

variables. 

Second group and last variable is as follows: the MNCs have direct impact on local 

communities residing within the area of oil exploitation. These are in two main 

directions. One of them is positive, in form of local development programs, e.g. 

building infrastructure, providing local population with humanitarian assistance, 

building schools, water wells etc. The other part of this story is that the companies for 

their own security hire security companies or local armed forces that might have 

negative impact on the surroundings. 

 

3.1.1 Variable  1. The company provides the Government of Sudan wit h oil 

money, eventually other interaction  

Chevron was the first company in Sudan paying for oil concessions, but it was in 

very initial stage. The revenues that the GoS was receiving were insufficient and GoS 

was pressuring on the MNC to develop its capabilities (Burr & Collins, 2010: 233). The 
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principal role of the company in Sudan in long term horizon was the discovery of oil 

fileds that were further developped by other companies (HRW, 2003: 95). 

The Arakis Energy Corporation was lacking its own financial means to proceed 

with oil production, it became soon necessary for it to gain partners who would provide 

the necessary means. Therefore, its direct impact on the conflict by providing oil money 

to the government was rather limited, as it left the country before the oil production was 

launched. (HRW, 2003: 121).  

To asses properly Talisman’s impact on the conflict situation in Sudan, the most 

important is the development of oil operations. Shortly after the arrival of the MNC to 

Sudan, the oil started to flow through newly built pipeline from oilfields to Port Sudan. 

The income to the GoS rose sharply with the oil being exported, Talisman helped 

Khartoum to generate approximately US $500 million a year (Jok, 2007: 188). This 

money was constructively used by Khartoum’s government to enhance its military 

capabilities to fight back rising SPLA and implement its ambitious Islamisation project. 

This money was spent on arms purchases from Russia and China, as Antonov bombers, 

and helicopter gunships (Patey, 2007, 1005-1007). Then the government was able to 

launch its indiscriminate attacks on civil population of oil areas, followed by forced 

displacement of population and suffering. As already mentioned, Talisman was also 

directly involved in some of these operations by enabling government aircrafts to refuel 

on its facilities. So to say, Talisman was also directly involved in the conflict (Cristian 

Aid, 2001: 19).  

Lundin from Sweden put emphasis on its positive involvement in Sudan that 

should lead to development of the country through oil, presenting the oil development 

as a road to peace. Its attitude was set in broader EU’s approach (Batruch, 2004: 150). 

Nevertheless, as other MNCs, Lundin also provided the government of Sudan with oil 

money that was used for military purposes in the conflict. In 2001 Christian Aid report 

claimed major human rights abuses in Lundin’s concessions committed by the 

government in order to secure the area for oil development (Christian Aid, 2001: 7-9). 

In reaction, Lundin started to put publicly more emphasis on its positive actions 

impacting the local community. 

The impact of OMV on the conflict is also similar to Lundin’s, but more limited, 

as the company was not operator. It also provided the Government of Sudan with 

petrodollars that were consecutively spent on military equipment. But as in the Swedish 
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MNC’s case, the attitude toward GoS was passive, and they provided the government 

with oil money without trying to develop much pressure on it (Patey, 2006b: 6).  

Chinese MNC owns the largest part of Sudan’s oil concessions, so its share of 

providing the Government of Sudan with petrodollars is also the largest. Nevertheless, 

as the company’s operations are guided by Chinese government, the two actors can be 

considered as one. China was involved in trade exchange with Sudan even before its oil 

engagement, the parts of it linked to conflict date to Iranian-funded deal of Chinese 

arms in 1991, comprising large military equipment, which was followed by further 

exports of Chinese military aircrafts, small arms and light weapons during 1990s (Burr 

& Collins, 2010: 246-247). China provided to GoS politically dependable option backed 

by willingness to invest, and also continued access to arms and military weapons. The 

CNPC was even alleged of being directly involved in shipping weapons to the country 

(Patey, 2006a:34).  Participation of CNPC in oil development in Sudan was decisive in 

developing key infrastructure (Tunsjø, 2010: 34). The impact of China’s involvement is 

comparably high regarding to its participation in military deals. As already mentioned 

above, the arms deals were dating back to 1990s, when the Chinese party not only 

mediated the arm deals, but also helped to develop the northern Sudan’s arms 

manufacturing industry. The military links appear to intensify after 2002 when 

Khartoum was facing the rebellion of SPLA on the south as well as rebellion in Darfur. 

For three following years, China was the largest reported supplier of military weapons 

and small arms to Sudan (Large, 2008: 98).  

Petronas, as one of the key stakeholders in GNPOC consortium and providing 

funding for the pipeline construction, was playing important role in increasing the flow 

of oil money to the government of Sudan. Through broadening its engagement in Sudan 

industry and business the company also provided broader financial resources for 

Sudanese state. Moreover, the MNC was granted the access to Sudan oil industry with 

GoS’s perspective to acquire more weapons and military arms for its operations against 

south by selling weapons against future oil extraction (Christian Aid, 2001: 13).  

Together with its Eastern fellow companies, ONGC has been dominating the 

Sudanese oil field after the Western companies withdrew. Therefore it shares the full 

responsibility of providing the Government of Sudan with oil money, the necessary 

means to wage war against south. It involves in other trade interaction too, but not the 

arm deals. The uncritical approach of Indian government towards Khartoum makes it 
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easier for the GoS to continue its operations without being criticized (Patey, 2007a: 

1012).  

We can see that the contributions of oil money to the government depend on the 

share of the company in Sudan oil reserves as well as the stage of development of oil 

extraction. The oil money permitted the GoS to increase its military spending and make 

the conflict more brutal. Regarding the other contributions to the GoS, there were 

significant differences between the companies, where some of them were facilitating the 

access of GoS to other trade, as industrial goods, technologies or weapons. Most 

significant in this regard is CNPC. 

 

3.1.2 Variable 2. The company has leverage on the G overnment of Sudan 

Chevron’s impact on the conflict was limited and the mechanism of leverage 

was rather opposite. The relationship between the government of Sudan and the MNC, 

that consecutively deteriorated, being influenced also by other factors, as the approach 

of U.S. government towards Sudan changed in the context of its anti-terrorist measures, 

when Sudan was placed on the list of countries supporting terrorism and was put under 

economic sanctions (Burr & Collins, 2010: 234).  

Arakis neither had too much leverage on the government, as it was rather the 

MNC itself that was put under pressure of its domestic government and U.S. 

government as well. Its local impact on the communities was also limited, because of 

the limited scale of its operations. Moreover, the government of Sudan became 

consecutively more involved in the protection of oil fields, so the situation from the one 

of Chevron was different. (Patey, 2006a: 16-18).  

Regarding the Talisman, the second factor, the leverage on government, was 

limited. Talisman held only 25% of stake of the Greater Nile Petroleum Operating 

Company (GNPOC), consortium of Talisman, Malaysian Petronas and China National 

Petroleum Corporation that was operating the oil exploitation and the pipeline to Port 

Sudan (Jok, 2007: 188). So Talisman’s leverage should be seen rather in the context of 

its partners in the GNPOC. It is important to mention at that point, that after Talisman 

started to be subject of pressure of Canadian government over the alleged complicity on 

human right abuses, the company countered by claiming that its presence in Sudan was 

for the people’s good and it was figurating as advocate of human rights and 

development in the country (Rone, 2003: 505). The MNC succeeded in making other 
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members of GNPOC to sign a non-binding code of ethics (HRW, 2003: 418-420). But it 

remained only on the paper, real impact was not seen. Its objectives on human rights 

compliances could be met only to the extent other shareholders and GoS wished. 

Both European companies Lundin and OMV were not trying to develop any 

leverage to the GoS, which was conditioned by their relatively smaller involvement and 

also the approach they were delaring. They were monitoring and reporting the 

development process because this was important factor to influence stability in the area 

and it was also the framework of EU attitude.  

CNPC, as key commercial partner for Sudan, China has also big potential in 

leverage on GoS. This potential was not used, because China respected its policy 

approach of non-interference to build up all-weather friendship with Khartoum. But 

only in context of conflict in Darfur and its damaging impact on Beijing’s international 

impact, the Chinese authorities took more engaged political role featuring continued 

support for the GoS and pressure upon its senior leaders. China also played key role for 

Sudan in international arena, because it was displaying its major support for Khartoum 

in issues concerning the UN Security Council (Zhao, 2007: 407). Beijing decided not to 

veto the resolutions concerning Sudan also only in connection with Darfur crisis (Large, 

2009: 619-620). 

For Petronas, the factor is influenced by the relationships of respective 

governments, which have generally very good relationship, based on common Islamic 

ties, so there was no point of criticism of the GoS from the side of Petronas. The 

company fostered its engagement within the Sudan through facilitating Malaysian 

investments in multiple sectors of economy and also facilitating the arms deals. It made 

it all-weather partner to Sudanese government without raising any point of criticism 

(Patey, 2007a: 1012). Despite the pressure on Petronas from Talisman, who itself was 

under pressure from international NGOs for the alleged human rights abuses connected 

to oil extraction, it took few years to Petronas to adopt Code of Conduct, which finally 

happened in 2006. The new enhanced Code of Conduct and Business Ethics was 

released in 2012. Nevertheless, its focus is rather on barring corruption and bribery, 

paying few attention to human rights issues (Petronas, 2012a; 2012b). 

Similarly for Indian ONGC, the relationships between the governments are good 

and stable, so there is no point of trying to influence the GoS. 

To sum up, the leverage that the company can have on the GoS and therefore 

positively influence the conflict towards resolution, is highly undeveloped potential. 
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Some of the companies were not able to put pressure on the GoS because of their low 

level of involvement derived from relatively small shares, and the ones with more 

significant involvement were not willing to do so. 

 

3.1.3 Variable 3. The direct impact of the company on loc al communities   

There is few report on the impact of Chevron on local communities. Human 

Rights Watch stated that the company was benefiting of forced displacement of 

populations (HRW, 2003: 60) and The U.S. government was also indirectly involved in 

the arms trade, but not to the governmental forces but inversely to the SPLA rebel 

forces, by providing them with humanitarian aid so that they can use the resources for 

arms purchase (Patey, 2006a: 15).  

Arakis, as minor company, didn’t invest much in local development projects, but 

also benefited from the human right abuses committed by GoS (HRW, 2003: 60). 

Talisman’s direct impact on local communities was both negative and positive; 

negative was by being involved in the government’s military operations and also 

allegedly in asking the government to clear the area of civil population (Patey, 2006a: 

23). On the other hand, after the pressure of Canadian government, Talisman started to 

build schools, establishing medical facilities and agricultural program in areas 

surrounding its oil fields. It also organized human rights training for its Sudan staff 

(Talisman, 2000: 19).  

 

Lundin considered the impact on local communities as the most important part 

of its involvement. The company took proactive approach to community relations since 

beginning. It hired local staff and improved infrastructure in the area. More direct 

contribution to community was outlined in the Community Development and 

Humanitarian Assistance Program (CDHAP) with three main objectives: to promote 

better health, hygiene, education and quality of life for the population of area; to 

contribute to social development of the area; to strengthen relationship between the 

local community and the company. Concrete steps included delivery of fresh water, 

drilling of water wells, construction of filtration units for water; and  supplying 

educational material to existing schools as well as building new schools. Lundin also 

provided medical assistance through team of five local doctors and nurses and 
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veterinarian assistance to the community. Last but not least, the company also provided 

ad hoc humanitarian assistance in cases of emergency. Lundin saw and described itself 

as company aware of necessary positive relationship with the local community, 

identified as vital for success of its operations. The company stated that the 

displacements of population were taking place in adjacent concessions of GNPOC, not 

in its own concessions. But as a consequent of the negative perceptions it could have on 

the company, it adopted a Code of Conduct, to witness positive impact of oil revenues 

in undeveloped areas, emphasizing socio-political dimensions of it activites (Batruch, 

2004: 150-155). 

OMV’s other impact on conflict was very limited, because it figurated as 

financial partner. As a consequence to critique form human rights pressure groups, the 

company demonstrated its goodwill through investments in development projects and 

humanitarian aid in the locals surrounding the exploitation area. Nevertheless, by such 

attitude, the company succeeded to persuade its shareholders that the only reason to 

leave Sudan in 2003 was of financial character and not connected to human rights 

abuses and its political consequences (Patey, 2006a: 31-31). 

The impact of CNPC’s operations on local populations was more negative than 

positive. To the positive part, we can count the public welfare projects run by the 

company in communities within its operational Blocks and built a local hospital in order 

to demonstrate its contribution to development in Sudan (CNPC, 2003:55). But more 

important are the negative impacts, especially the population displacements, which has 

been going on in connection with expanding oil industry. The CNPC signed two new 

concessions in 2007 and the displacement is continuing, but it has been overshadowed 

by situation in Darfur. The considerable revenues from oil have little impact on 

improvements in service delivery for affected populations in oil areas, because the 

power relations between commanders and oil companies remained the same as from war 

state, leaving little place for civil complaints to be heard (Large, 2008: 100). 

Petronas states its interest in human rights respect and as consequence of 

campaign raised by international NGOs, it sent some of its employees to human rights 

trainings and seminars. The company also contributes to community improvement 

projects and offers scholarships to nationals of host countries, Sudan included. 

Nevertheless, the interest is declared but not truly documented to turn into actions 

(HRW, 2003: 471-472). 
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The ONGC on local level has also some good impact on the communities. To 

show the goodwill, the company set up two hospitals and an ambulance service for the 

surroundings of its oil concessions and also provided aesthetic limbs for landmine 

victims. (Patey, 2006a: 37).  

So to say, the impact on local communities was both positive and negative. 

Positive in a sense, that the companies were leading some assistance projects for the 

local populations, trying to ameliorate their living conditions. Some of the companies 

were putting emphasis on this aspect, as Lundin of Sweden, whereas others were 

approaching it rather as question of need after being criticized by international NGOs. 

The negative impact is indirect and direct. The oil fields are located on the contested 

borderlands and the MNCs presence prepresent incentive for the GoS to secure their 

facilities, which led to gross human rights abuses. The direct impact in this sense is that 

companies were enabling the Khartoum’s military forces to use their facilities and 

infrastructure to make the attacks more effective. 
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3.2 Understanding MNCs behavior 

 

In this section, I seek to answer the research questions: “Are there differences 

between the approaches of the companies? What are the factors underlying the behavior 

of companies?” I will examine the factors forming the behavior of companies. It is 

broadly believed, that the MNCs only interest is profit seeking and therefore their 

behavior should be the same. Despite this general belief, in Sudan there are companies 

that left apparently rentable oil fields for some reason, whereas others came and bought 

over their concessions. Therefore there are multiple factors underlying the decision 

making of companies. 

First of all, the firm-specific reasons play role, as the companies come with 

different capital, experiences and goals, and also the corporate character of the 

company. There were significant differences between the particular MNCs operating in 

Sudan. Second important factor is the relationship with the government, which very 

often depends on the country of origin of respective company, as well its ability and will 

to deliver money for oil as well as provide the government with other contracts. Even in 

this regard the companies have different variable so to say. Third factor is the security 

issue, especially relevant for Sudan where the oil operations were ongoing in the 

atmosphere of civil war, being located in the conflict zone. The security issue was rather 

similar for all the companies operating during the civil war, so it was important in 

complex analysis together with other factors in their decision making. And last but not 

least, the factor of outside pressure played important role in case of some companies. 

The Western companies were rather sensitive to the pressure of groups fighting for 

human rights protection that were able to put significant impact on the markets of the 

states where the MNCs had their shares. In this factor, the MNCs vary significantly, as 

we will see later. 

 

3.2.1 Variable 4. The firm-specific considerations of the company 

Chevron’s goal while entering Sudan, as big and well established company, one 

of the largest in the world, undertook the exploration works on Sudan territory and 

paved the way for later oil development by discovering oil fields in Heglig and Unity 
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states, located in Muglad and Melut basins. Despite the discoveries of rich resources, 

MNC finally decided to leave the country because of set of factors leading to the 

decision (Patey, 2007a: 1002). 

Arakis moved to the Sudan oil market in 1994 and in that time, the company was 

rather existing on paper then in reality. Minor, unknown company from Canada put all 

its hopes on Sudan plan that was vital for its survival. The very limited possibility of 

financing the project was one of the most important shortcomings of the company. It 

encountered multiple difficulties in raising necessary financial means to build pipeline 

and export oil and therefore could operate only in cooperation with other companies 

(Burr & Collins, 2010: 238-239). 

Talisman took over the share of concession of fellow Canadian Arakis company 

in 1998 and its first objective was to finish the pipeline to the north and start with the oil 

production, which was successful within less than a year. The entrance of Sudan was 

motivated by its effort to find new lucrative resources of oil apart from the areas the 

company was already operating (Canada, United Kingdom, North Sea), which led it to 

proceed to more risky spheres (Indonesia, Algeria), where Sudan was the most risky 

one. The quick termination of the pipeline freed the hands to the company to proceed 

towards new discoveries that proved that the Sudan oil fields are rich enough for long 

development of engagement (Kobrin, 2004: 438). 

Ludin’s firm-specific interests were key for its decision making. By purpose, 

Lundin was an exploration company at the time it entered Sudan, whose aim is to sell 

with profit oil fields that it has discovered and/or developed. Thus, the company entered 

Sudan to gain profit from lucrative opportunities in preparing oil fields for sale for other 

companies. This aim was key in its behavior in Sudan and the company was not focused 

on long-term stability of its operations (Batruch, 2004: 150).  

Austrian company OMV became involved in Sudan in 1997 and expanded its 

operations in 2001, but left the country in 2003 selling its share to Indian company 

ONGC. It entered Sudan as financial partner, in effort to expand its international 

exploration and its production activities. The completion of GNPOC pipeline made the 

oil production lucrative enough to attract companies such as OMV to enter the arena. Its 

venue was, as in Lundin’s case, framed in EU policy of constructive engagement with 

Sudan that was believed to have better impact on the country than previous isolation and 

sanctions (HRW, 2003: 474).  
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CNPC was established in 1988 as China’s state oil and gas corporation. The 

company’s interests are directed almost entirely by Chinese government, because it is 

serving as the government’s hand in the domain of oil and gas, the two entities might be 

for out purposes considered as one. The basic purpose of the company is to secure 

international oil reserves for growing Chinese economy, which is the country’s critical 

geopolitical goal. So CNPC has acted as the government’s arm in the global market to 

secure long-term supplies of petroleum. This need of oil is represented in CNPC’s 

corporate policy – the expansion to international markets represents strategic priority for 

the company. Sudan has been vital source of oil for China, as well as field for gaining 

experience. The oil pipeline built in Sudan is the first constructed abroad by CNPC 

along with the production facilities and retail stations. And the project is highly 

profitable even regarding the costs (Patey, 2006a: 32-33). So the strategical behavior of 

the MNC is different from the previous ones, profit is not primary goal – the more 

important issue is to secure the strategic oil reserves, which is called “going out 

strategy”.  Therefore, the company’s cost-benefit analysis puts different values on the 

issues of security, as the country is now the world’s second largest oil-consuming 

country after U.S. (Zhao, 2007: 401-402). 

Petronas from Malaysia entered the Sudan arena in 1997, owning 30% share at 

GNPOC. Later, it acquired the share of Swedish Lundin. The company had many 

underlying interests behind pure profit of oil exploitation. First aim was to seek new oil 

and gas resources, but also experiences. Sudan represents company’s largest foreign 

onshore operation. Petronas had little expertise and without presence of advanced 

technical expertise of Western majors and Western juniors, it wouldn’t be able to lead 

the oil works (Gagnon & Ryle, 2001: 26). Then it is also the interest of the government 

to expand its investment and trade exchange with Sudan. The company markets petrol, 

gas oil, fuel oil, Jet A-1, and lubricants in Sudan. The company agreed on joint venture 

with GoS to build an additional oil refinery, and it operates growing amount of activities 

(Patey, 2006a: 38-39).  

 

ONGC Videsh entered Sudan in 2003 when it bought the Talisman’s share in 

GNPOC and OMV’s interests. As state-owned enterprise, the company’s strategic 

behavior is directed by Indian government, which is in control of all internal factors. 

Indian government’s key policy is to expand and diversify international sources of oil, 

because the country is largely dependent on foreign reserves. As for relatively new 
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player on the global marketplace, Sudan played important role as a learning experience 

in exploration and production of oil.  (Patey, 2006a: 35-36). When the company sold big 

part of its concessions, the reason was not political, but connected to disappointing 

production levels of Sudanese oil. There was lack of new discoveries of oil fields and 

also high industry mismanagement that has dragged down the value of the sector. The 

company exited important part of its concessions in August 2009, but remained active in 

Sudan until now (Patey, 2010: 624-630). 

To sum up, the firm specific considerations are very important factor in 

uderstandnig the MNCs behavior. It is connected to the corporate character of the 

company as well as its size. Generally speaking, the companies from North America 

and Europe are more interested in the profit issue, whether for the companies from Asia 

the factors that matter are ensuring oil reserves in long term and gain experience in the 

field. 

 

3.2.2 Variable 5. The relationship of the company w ith the Government of 

Sudan 

Chevron  had problematic relationships with the government. The ruling elite of 

Sudan had necessary need for resources coming from oil to be able to fight effectively 

the emerging force SPLA that revived from previous Anya-nya movement. So when 

Chevron didn’t manage to export a single barrel of oil after almost 20 years of its 

presence, the government of Sudan started to put pressure on company by threatening it 

with selling the concessions to other company potentially interested. The relationship of 

the MNC with the GoS was very tense (Burr & Collins, 2010: 233).  

The relationship of Arakis and GoS was neither vert smooth. Khartoum  was 

also effecting pressure on Arakis to sell major part of its concession to the companies 

from China, China National Petroleum Corporation, or CNPC, and Petronas from 

Malaysia, which took place in 1996 and the MNC sold 75% of its share (Patey, 2006a: 

16). 

The relationship between Talisman and the Government of Sudan (GoS) was 

mainly set up about the security concerns. GoS was undertaking massive operations in 

oil areas to protect the vital industry to its functioning and was not caring about human 

rights in securing this priority. The operations were in form of indiscriminate violence 
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against civil population, cleansing of all areas of inhabitants, aerial bombing and use of 

famine as weapon (Jok ,2007: 189).  

Lundin put emphasis on the cooperation with local entities around its oil 

facilities. As all other MNCs, it led the negotiations about acquisition of concessions 

with the central government, who is legally the owner of those, but as soon as on the 

first visit, the company’s representatives met with the representatives of local areas 

(Batruch, 2004: 150). In ensuring its security, Lundin also relied, among other, on the 

local parties including the former rebel group Southern Sudan Defense Force in 

providing protection to its operations. This situation didn’t please the GoS (HRW, 

2003:143-144).  

OMV as non-operator was influenced by the relationship with government and 

security only indirectly, as the evolution of the conflict would potentially limited the 

progress of its investments (Patey, 2006a: 30).  

Important factor to understand the behavior of CNPC is the relationship of China 

with the Government of Sudan. Since the diplomatic relationship between the two states 

was established, it can be labeled “all weather friendship”. China has been building its 

engagement with Sudan based in its overall foreign policy framework of non-

interference. The principles of this approach are based on the sovereignty, territorial 

integrity and non-interference to internal issues of the country. These were maintained 

on level of official political discourse, even though they changed in practice with the 

changes in context of separating the autonomous South Sudan, issuing to independence, 

and also in the regard with the Darfur conflict. However, Beijing supported Khartoum 

during both post-independence wars and also during the Darfur crisis since 2003. The 

interaction between the states prior to 1989 had form of barter trade exchange, 

concessionary loans, arms transfers, medical assistance, and infrastructure constructions 

including the Khartoum’s Friendship Hall. Since Chinese involvement in Sudan’s oil 

industry, the approach was somehow reconsidered, China searched for balance between 

the non-interference policy and evident involvement in local conflict through its oil 

engagement (Large, 2008: 94-95).  Nevertheless, it is important to mention that the 

economic relations between the countries are asymmetrical; China’s importance for 

Sudan far exceeds Sudan’s importance for China (Large, 2009: 616). 

The significant change of Chinese approach came after signing the 

Comprehensive Peace Agreement  in 2005, when China undertook active approach also 

towards the southern autonomous government, establishing quasi-sovereign political 
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relations with the Government of Southern Sudan in 2008. This tie was seen as vital to 

ensuring the strategic imperative of China – ensuring long-term supplies of oil. Chinese 

approach changed also regarding the Darfur crisis from blind support to more active 

involvement in pressure politics aimed at ending the conflict. The operations of GoS to 

suppress the insurgency in Darfur were damaging to China’s international reputation, so 

Beijing decided to put more pressure on the senior leaders of GoS, calling this approach 

“influence without interference” (Large, 2009: 612-613). 

Specific relationship between the governments of the two countries is well 

displayed in economic interaction. Sudan is China’s third largest trade partner in Africa, 

and represents also China’s gateway for regional markets, the Common Market for 

Eastern and Southern Africa. The post-war reconstruction market of Sudan was 

identified as window of opportunity for Chinese business, especially given the 

restriction for Western companies. The oil boom has been conductive to market 

expansion of Chinese  manufactured products, ranging from textile garments and 

footwear, to automobiles and electric goods. The Chinese involvement was broadened 

to many sectors, starting from oil, construction, agriculture, mining, and manufacturing 

towards assortment of transport infrastructure and energy supplies. China is also key 

actor in construction project of controversial Meroe dam at the fourth cataract of the 

Nile River in northern Sudan, which is connected to population displacements. Even 

though this exchange might seem benefiting for Sudan and its people, the dumping 

Chinese goods have made local production to retreat (Large, 2008: 99). 

The relationship of the company with the Sudanese government is overall very 

good because based on common Islamic ties, declared by both governments. The 

company is perceived by the GoS as friend who came in difficult situation and will 

persist, regardless the opinion of other countries, similarly to Chinese MNC (Patey, 

2007a: 1012). 

As with the previous two companies, the ONGC has served to Indian 

government as pioneer for other investments. The relationship between the Government 

of Sudan and Indian government has been well established and developing towards 

mutual satisfaction, the growth of political and economic interaction and support that 

explains the company’s quick ability to expand in Sudan. Since its entry, India has 

invested in textiles, information technology, telecommunication and other infrastructure 

projects in Sudan, as well as providing credits for development of business 

opportunities for Sudanese companies. On political platform, India supported Khartoum 
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in Darfur crisis and was also prominent member in UN Mission in Sudan to mediate 

peace between GoS and SPLA (Patey, 2006a: 37).  

 Regarding the relationship of the MNCs with the GoS, the important factor is the 

relationship of domestic governments of respective MNCs with the GoS, regardless 

whether they are state owned or not. If the government is trying to impose negative 

measures on GoS, then it is also reflected in the relationship between the GoS and the 

MNC. Second factor is the will of invest of the MNC, that influences the relationship. 

Here again, the Western governments display more willingness to criticize the GoS, 

whereas the Eastern governments support Khartoum without rising much criticism 

 

3.2.3 Variable 6. The security of the environment i n Sudan 

The security issue was important factor impacting on the Chevron’s behavior. 

The company was operating in war zone with little involvement of government forces 

that would secure its assets, and was regularly targeted by rebel forces. To ensure its 

own security, it provided local militias with funding to protect its oil fields (Johnson, 

2003,83). Therefore, the oil extraction would come at too high cost, regarding the 

security level, and also the low prices of oil in the time. Those factors make it favorable 

for the company in 1992 and their concessions rather became property of Arakis, a 

small company from Canada (HRW, 2003: 92). 

Arakis also faced similar situation in security as his predecessor, Chevron did. 

But from 1996 the situation slightly changed by the government’s strategy of divide and 

rule, that weakened the SPLA from inside causing cleavages between the factions 

within the group and therefore the threat of direct attack lessened. The government’s 

military forces became more present in the region that made the situation favorable for 

continuing the oil operations (Patey, 2006a: 17).  

The security issue was still very flagrant to Talisman during its operational 

period in Sudan. In total, the company acknowledged eight rebel attacks on its assets – 

infrastructure and personnel Moreover, the pipeline was sabotaged soon after its 

completion (HRW, 2003: 168, 436). Overall the security situation was instable and 

made it complicated to the company to operate. 

As for its predecessors and counterparts, security was very important issue for 

Ludnin too. When the company entered Sudan, no fights were taking place around its 
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oil areas, but as the war evolved, in late 1990s the SPLA increased the violence in the 

area. In 1999 two of the company’s employees were killed due to violence, and the 

company was providing different explanation for their death than international NGOs. 

The company halted its operations in the area in 2001 because of amount of military 

operations in area launched by SPLA (Batruch, 2004:156).  

For OMV, the security issue was only indirect, as it was not operator but 

financial partner. Nevertheless, the company was also, according to NGOs, linked to 

human rights abuses (HRW, 2003: 473). 

 As for other MNCs, the security played important role, but CNPC was not so 

politically sensitive about it, as the company’s priorities and corporate structure were 

different. On the other hand, its oil operations were more exposed than the operations of 

Malaysian and Indian MNCs. Chinese works were abducted by SPLA multiple times, 

first of them in 1999 (HRW, 2003: 191), the CNPC’s oil operations in Kordofan were 

attacked by the Darfurian rebel Justice and Equality Movement in 2007; other incidents 

also occurred. The CNPC’s role was seen by rebel forces, both SPLA and the Darfurian 

rebels, more important than just pure business, but as the Chinese support for brutal 

counter-insurgency campaign (Large, 2009: 618). With the escalation of situation in 

Darfur, China turned to more multilateral approach in resolving this issue and sent 

police personnel and military peacekeepers to Sudan, first of them being deployed in 

2006 (Large, 2008: 99).  

 During the civil war, security was of major concern for the Petronas too, because 

it was seen by SPLA as one of the major evil-doers, by being complicit to GoS without 

any restriction in its actions against populations of south. Since its arrival to Sudan, the 

company and its employees were targets to SPLA kidnaping and killing. Nevertheless, 

since Talisman and Lundin withdrew from the country, there has been little indication 

of security incidents, which might be caused by lack of reporting. Since the peace was 

concluded in 2005, Petronas has intensified its operations as the security situation has 

improved (Patey, 2006a: 38-39). 

 Security issue played principal role in ONGC’s decision about the company’s 

entry to Sudan that was delayed by the concerns about investing in warn-torn country 

and connected insecurity. The company decided to enter only after taking insurance 

from the World Bank’s Multilateral Investment Guarantee Agency and the GoS when 

first entering the African country (Patey, 2006a: 36) 
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 Security was important factor for all the MNCs in Sudan, as the oilfields are 

located within the conflict zone. The severity of fights was influencing operationability 

of the companies, but some of them were less politically vulnerable to the risks of 

insecure environment, as CNPC and Petronas. 

 

3.2.4 Variable 7. The outside pressure put on the c ompanies 

Chevron’s position was also determinated by the sharpening relations between 

Washington and Khartoum during the Cold War period by Sudan’s pro-Soviet stance, 

and worsened because of the pressure put on Sudan government by U.S. government for 

harboring Osama ben Laden in late 1990s. When in 1997 Sudan was placed on the list 

of countries supporting terrorism, barring any American company from business 

relationship with it, so the situation of Chevron got even more troubled (Patey, 2006a: 

15-16). 

For Arakistogether with other unfavorable conditions, the company was also put 

under pressure from both American and Canadian governments. Canadian NGOs and 

church groups lobbied the government to make Arakis withdraw from Sudan due to the 

human right abuses the Government of Sudan was committing (HRW,2003: 386). 

American government as a consequence of the political and economic sanctions applied 

on Sudan from 1997, on the other hand, barred to Arakis the route to collect necessary 

funding, by spreading negative disinformation about MNC. All together these factors 

made Arakis to sell its concessions to fellow Canadian oil company Talisman in 1998 

(Rone, 2003: 504). 

The outside pressure was very important factor for Talisman. The North-

American governments were putting pressure on the MNC due to its link to human 

rights abuses connected to oil production in Sudan. The international NGOs as Amnesty 

International, Human Rights Watch, launched campaign to draw attention to human 

rights abuses in large scale after the oil production started. Other also joined in the 

interest to human rights abuses, as International Crisis Group, Justice Africa, Institute 

for Security Studies by publishing extensive reports and analysis. Also the church 

groups were backing this effort, because they saw the situation in Sudan as the 

victimization of the southern Christian minority by the Muslim government. As a 

consequence of report conducted by Human Rights Watch pointing to MNCs as 
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accomplices of the GoS in human rights abuses around the oil fields by turning blind 

eye to it and also providing the government with financial means to pursue such 

operations, the Canadian government sponsored independent investigation led by John 

Harker, that issued to so called Harker Report in 2000. The report looked specifically on 

the Talisman’s involvement in the government’s operations – by letting the government 

helicopters and Antonov bombers to rearm and refuel on its facilities while carrying 

attacks on the civilian population (Harker, 2000: 15). Therefore, in both Canada and the 

United States, the pressure was put on Talisman’s shareholders to withdraw their 

fundings – as these shareholders were primarily pension funds, they were sensitive to 

pressure groups and it made the company vulnerable to political risk. So before finally 

withdrawing from Sudan in 2003, Talisman made some efforts to improve its shares’ 

value on the stock market by showing goodwill in Sudan through programs beneficial to 

local population (Kobrin, 2004: 438-442). But the Canadian government, after forcing 

Talisman to sign the International Code of Ethics for Canadian Business, levied its 

pressure in order to permit the Canadian petroleum industry to expand – it announced 

not to impose sanctions (HRW, 2003: 413). Despite the renewed pressure on the MNC 

connected to its alleged demand to Khartoum to remove the civil settlements close to 

the oil fields in 2001, the company was able to continue its operations in Sudan. The 

final incentive to withdraw from Sudan came from U.S. government. Part of 20% of 

Talisman’s share was allocated in American market. The U.S. sanctions put on 

American companies doing business in Sudan was firstly seen as advantageous for 

Talisman, as it meant the lack of concurrence of American companies, but when later 

the U.S. lawmakers decided to extend the economic sanctions to the companies 

borrowing from U.S. market, the sanctions felt hard to Talisman. The so-called NYSE 

listing, i.e. listing on New York Stock Exchange, was of more importance for Talisman 

than its Sudan operations. (Patey, 2006a: 24-25).  

The international context is also very important for Lundin. The Swedish 

company was entering Sudan in frame of European Union’s approach of ‘constructive 

engagement’, which was kind of political shield for European companies. EU’s political 

stance supported the understanding, promoted by the company that oil development 

would contribute to economic and social development in Sudan. But as the civil war 

evolved and the military operations of both SPLA and governmental forces were taking 

place in proximity of Lundin’s oil facilities, the company got under serious critique 

from both international NGOs and Swedish government. Its complicity with human 
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right abuses was questioned by its shareholders and the company found itself under 

pressure. Its reaction was proactive initiation of discussions and dialogue with its most 

important shareholders and also by stating more frankly its contribution to local 

development and its attitude towards peace. (Fallet, 2010: 34). But the Swedish 

government didn’t dispose with the same means as U.S. in the means of capital market 

threats, which would make the factor of external pressure more significant for the 

companies as was the case with MNCs from Northern America. 

The international arena role was similar to the Lundin’s situation. The company 

entered Sudan in the framework of EU constructive engagement, emphasizing the 

positive impact of oil development on undeveloped communities. After revelation by 

international NGOs operating in Sudan about the complicity of MNCs on the human 

rights abuses committed by the government, the pressure of EU on European MNCs 

was developed, but as already mentioned, the tools were not that extensive as in case of 

Washington, and the companies were able to leave the country with profit (Patey, 

2007a: 1008).  

Inversely to other MNCs, mainly to the Western counterparts, CNPC remained 

intact to the pressure over the company from international human rights groups. The 

pressure of these groups was only indirect through its joint venture partners from West, 

susceptible to the criticism from international human rights NGOs; e.g. after pressure 

from Talisman, CNPC signed a Code of Ethics in 2000 (HRW, 2003:418-420). The 

company also benefited of the withdrawal of other companies that left it the 

opportunities of Sudan oil. 

The international situation that made operation in Sudan unfavorable for 

Western companies, the pressure that was put on them by international NGOs and 

domestic governments, made the situation inversely favorable for Petronas too. The lack 

of concurrence from Western MNCs made Sudan to be lucrative investment opportunity 

for Petronas, even though it came at certain price. The company needed to have 

willingness to take on security threats and ability to avoid political pressure connected 

to human rights concerns. As state owned company, it was resistant to negative 

feedback the international NGOs were having on its operations, and it also didn’t obey 

the rules of U.S. capital market and therefore was not influenced by its sanctions (Patey, 

2006a: 39). 

As for other Easter MNCs, the pressure from international human rights NGOs 

was not influential factor for ONGC. Rather opposite, the ONGC could enjoy the lack 
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of Western companies’ concurrence in Sudan profitable oil venture. Similarly, their 

domestic government was fully guiding the company’s aims and purposes, so there was 

no point of pressure (Patey, 2006a: 38). 

In the issue of outside pressure, there are two significant streams of influence 

that display the differences between the companies from North America, Europe and 

Asia. North American companies were the most vulnerable to the pressure made by 

international human right NGOs and church organisations, as well as the pressures by 

the domestic governments that were also disposing measures to impact them. The 

European companies were not that sensitive to the criticism, because the governments 

lacked the initiatives of Washington. On the opposite direction, there is the group of 

Asian MNCs. There was no question of pressure of domestic governments, as they were 

state-owned, so they fulfilled the state policies. Inversely, they benefited the departure 

of Western companies due to pressure of NGOs and governments, that left the Sudan oil 

market fully open to their operations. 
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Conclusion 

 

This thesis examined the role of oil extraction corporations in the civil war in 

Sudan.  In the final conclusion, I would like to sum up the findings, answer the research 

questions and also prove that the hypothesis were right, explaining why it is so and try 

to outline some general patterns in the companies behavior and impact.  

The former largest African country was suffering from civil war for many years 

since its independence. As a country sharing many features of other African countries, 

the insight to the conflict brings many clarifications. It is diverse in ethnicities and 

religions, and also has the significant oil resources, that make it attractive for foreign 

investments. So far, it seems that the oil was rather curse than blessing for Sudan as it 

did have many direct negative impacts on the civil population living in the areas of oil 

concessions and not bringing development to the rest of the populations. The oil helped 

northern authorities to increase military spendings and fight any rebellion in country 

with more sophisticated weapons, thus more effectively.  

The thesis was examining the MNCs’ impact on the conflict. First of them was 

the fact that the companies provide the Government of Sudan with oil money and 

possibly also other economic interaction. The fact that MNCs pay to government 

petrodollars is incontestable. They do not have direct control on what the government is 

spending it for, on the other hand. But some MNCs also provided government with 

other contributions – most importantly for the conflict, it was weapons deals and 

infrastructure building. Thanks to oil money, the GoS was able to sharply increase 

military spendings to make its military operations against rebel forces more effective. 

Also the arm deals mediated thanks to Eastern MNCs permitted it to have access to 

sufficient military equipment despite the U.S. sanctions put on Sudan because of it bad 

human rights records. So in this regard, the operation of MNCs is having negative 

impact on the conflict. I also find necessary to state that the simple fact of providing the 

government money is not to have negative impact, the mechanism is similar as with the 

resource curse issue more generally. It is the inappropriate distribution and bad 

governance structures that lead to the transformation of oil money to conflict rather than 

to development. 

Second factor considered was the leverage on GoS that is in its internal sense 

positive for the conflict. In this issue, MNCs have huge, unfortunately unused potential. 
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As well as the domestic governments of Western countries may put sanctions of 

companies operating in Sudan, the influence of Eastern companies is huge, because 

their presence in the country is of utmost importance for Khartoum. Despite this fact, 

the Eastern companies do not use its leverage strength because their interests are being 

elsewhere, and Western companies already left the country, without making any 

significant change in the conflict situation. 

The third variable was dealing with direct impact on local communities. The 

companies, mainly the European ones, were declaring that their presence in the country 

was aimed to boost development of it. Unfortunately , this didn’t happen and despite the 

efforts of all the population to provide the local communities with some form of 

assistance in sense of medical care, education, water supplies or infrastructure, this was 

taking place more to satisfy the critiques of the companies. The effect was negated by 

companies providing their facilities to government forces during their military 

operations against civilian populations, making it more easy and effective. 

In second part, I was seeking for understanding the factors underlying the 

behavior of the companies, and draw some general conclusion about the patterns. The 

factors setting the MNCs behavior are interconnected and influencing each other. But it 

seems that the most important one, which sets the sound basis for the companies 

behavior, is its corporate character. The companies from the East, owned and directed 

by state, display less concern for human right abuses and are more prone to provide the 

government of the country owning oil with money, economic trade, weapons and also 

political support if they find it necessary to ensure the fulfillment of their own goals. 

The Western companies are, on the other hand, more sensitive to pressures by human 

rights activists and their domestic government, that may lead to their withdrawal from 

the contested country’s natural resources, not depending on how big profit they promise. 

This effect might be counterproductive in its consequences for ameliorating the human 

right situation in the particular country, because it only opens way to Eastern companies 

having less concern about respecting human rights. 

As the oil companies are direct payers of concession and oil money, they 

represent important actor in the civil wars. Their behavior is determined by multiple 

factors, some of them are connected to the company’s goals and aims and also corporate 

structure, and some of them are exogenous to them. The endogenous factors were 

denominated in the analysis as firm-specific factors. For Western companies, the most 

important factor was profit. According to the company’s size, Sudan venture played 
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different role, but they were mainly seeking for profitable oil resources. On the other 

hand, the Easter state-owned companies were having different aims as well as different 

corporate structure. As state-driven companies, they didn’t put their main emphasis on 

short-term profit, but rather on securing oil reserves in competitive market and also to 

gain experience – so these reasons made them willing to accept less stable and 

profitable conditions than their Western counterparts. 

The other group of factors, the exogenous ones, is regrouping three factors. First 

of them is the company’s relationship with Khartoum. There, the pattern is also more in 

favor of Eastern MNCs, who had less tension with the government, were proving 

overall support to it and were less critical then Western companies. This factor is also 

connected to the last one in this group – the sensitivity to international pressure. The 

Western companies were proving themselves more prone to be influenced by the 

campaign of international human rights NGOs that were operating in Sudan and 

providing humanitarian assistance to population hit by the war. These organizations 

were reporting human rights abuses committed by the GoS and they also pointed out the 

complicity of oil companies in the abuses. The domestic governments of the Western 

MNCs were consecutively capable to put pressure on the companies, eventually leading 

to their withdrawal, which was the case of Chevron, Arakis and Talisman. In case of 

European MNCs, companies were able to keep good reputation and also the 

governments didn’t have that much leverage on them. One of the most effective 

leverage tools in case of North American MNCs was listing on NYSE, and the 

capability of Washington to regulate the activities of companies listed on U.S. stock 

markets by applying sanctions. In case of Eastern companies, this kind of leverage 

didn’t exist, because their domestic governments show in some case low respect for 

human rights in their domestic constituencies. The economic and political ties between 

the governments of GoS and respective domestic governments of MNCs were showing 

signs of ‘all-weather friendship’, with the respective domestic governments also 

defending the interests of Sudan in international arena, e.g. China vetoing every 

resolution in United Nations Security council that would harm Sudan’s interests.  

The last within this group of factors is the security issue of the field operations in 

Sudan. In general, there the differences can be shaped over two axes. First, the 

companies who were operators were facing directly the insecurity, and inversely those, 

who were figuring like financial partners, Austrian OMV and Indian ONGC, were by 

insecurity influenced only indirectly. The second axes represents the vulnerability to the 
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insecurity. The Western companies were more vulnerable to the security threats and 

relatively often suppressed their operations for reasons of insecurity – the situation 

would increase too much the cost of oil extraction. The Eastern MNCs, on the other 

hand, were less politically vulnerable to the insecurity, because their primary goals were 

different. They in a way also had to be more resistant to security threats because they 

were often targeted by the rebel forces as the ones bringing to GoS means necessary for 

their military operations.  

 

To sum up the on the behavioral patterns of MNCs, we can find two significant 

groups – the Western and Eastern companies, whether within the Western companies, 

there are also some differences The corporate character of the companies is diferent, 

where the Western companies are market-based entities more interested by profit, 

whereas the Eastern companies are state-owned corporations driven by other strategical 

intersts. The attitude towards the human rights issue and the depending international 

pressure is also different. North American companies were the most vulnerable to the 

pressure made by international human right NGOs and church organisations, as well as 

the pressures by the domestic governments that were also disposing measures to impact 

them. The European companies were not that sensitive to the criticism, because the 

governments lacked the initiatives of Washington. On the opposite direction, there is the 

group of Asian MNCs. There was no question of pressure of domestic governments, as 

they were state-owned, so they fulfilled the state policies. Inversely, they benefited the 

departure of Western companies due to pressure of NGOs and governments, that left the 

Sudan oil market fully open to their operations. The Western companies were behaving 

more like non-state actors respecting the market interests, and Eastern companies’ 

behavior was closer to the states’ behavior – more strategically oriented and less 

vulnerable to political or market pressures. 
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Summary 

 

The thesis deals with the issue of oil exploitation companies and their impact on 

conflict in Sudan between the north and the south. In Sudan, the resurrection of civil 

war in 1983 corresponded with the oil dicovery on the borderlands between the two 

countries and oil has played important role also in the question of recent secession of 

South Sudan in January 2011 and reocurrence of violence between the two countries. 

The multi-national oil extraction companies are the carriers of oil money to the 

government so the thesis was examinig their impact on the conflict through the 

resources they provide the government with, the leverage they might have on the 

government and also direct impact on local communities. The conclusion was that the 

impact is negativein sense of providing the GoS with petrodollars used for military 

purposes, supplies of arms and other goods, eventually giving the GoS political support 

and also allowing it to use their facilities for military purposes. The capacities the 

companies have to influence it in positive way, especially the leverage they can have on 

the Government of Sudan, are highly unexploited. Secondary research aim of the thesis 

was to understand the factors determining the behavior of the companies through their 

firm-specific intersts, relationship with the Government of Sudan, the security of the 

environment, and outside pressure. The firm-specific interests was the major factors 

influencing the companies behavior determining their attitude towards the GoS, the 

security issue and the outside pressure. 

Finally, the thesis outlined patterns that differ the companies from North 

America, Europe and Asia. Following behavioral patterns of MNCs were outlined: we 

can find two significant groups – the Western and Eastern companies, whether within 

the Western companies, there are also some differences The corporate character of the 

companies is diferent, where the Western companies are market-based entities more 

interested by profit, whereas the Eastern companies are state-owned corporations driven 

by other strategical intersts. The attitude towards the human rights issue and the 

depending international pressure is also different. North American companies were the 

most vulnerable to the pressure made by international human right NGOs and church 

organisations, as well as the pressures by the domestic governments that were also 

disposing measures to impact them. The European companies were not that sensitive to 
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the criticism, because the governments lacked the initiatives of Washington. On the 

opposite direction, there is the group of Asian MNCs. There was no question of pressure 

of domestic governments, as they were state-owned, so they fulfilled the state policies. 

Inversely, they benefited the departure of Western companies due to pressure of NGOs 

and governments, that left the Sudan oil market fully open to their operations. The 

Western companies were behaving more like non-state actors respecting the market 

interests, and Eastern companies’ behavior was closer to the states’ behavior – more 

strategically oriented and less vulnerable to political or market pressures. 

 

. 
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